**Omega**

**LEATHER SECTIONAL WITH POWER HEADRESTS | 1597-SECTPH**

*Modern modular motion.*

Omega’s contemporary frame features wide seating and divided back cushions with exaggerated lumbar pillow support that begs you to sit and stay awhile. Its wide cushion armrests offer a unique look and added comfort. A power reclining mechanism lets you change angles effortlessly from an upright to a fully reclined position, and a power button control allows you to independently adjust the headrest for custom relaxation.

**Product Details**

- Blue Steel Spring unit
- Attached back cushions
- Attached high-density seat cushions
- Power mechanisms allow you to smoothly recline to any position and adjust the headrests.
- Two power buttons allow you to operate the reclining and headrest mechanisms independently. A single USB port is included on each power button control on styles with arms. Power to the USB port is activated only when the port is in use.
- One straight console features two cup holders and a storage compartment. The other features two cup holders, a storage compartment, and a sound system. Two USB ports and two electrical outlets are located inside the storage compartment.
- The sound system allows you to connect a mobile device wirelessly or through an auxiliary port and play audio through the hidden speakers. The control panel features a USB port and power, function, volume, bass, play, pause, and skip buttons.
- Removable backs allow for easy lifting and maneuvering through doorways.
- Connecting clips secure sectional pieces together.